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INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Water is not a singl e use resource .
completely unrelated pur poses .
wate r :

It can be used for

The r e are f our general uses for

household, industrial, agricultural, and recreational .

Since wate r is an economic good it must be prope rly allocated
among the four uses to maximize the returns to society .

Al so ,

The re must be proper allocation arrrong competing units within each
major use .
Household water is defined in this study to mean all wate r
supplied by the municipal water system used in the house for human
consumption and water- using conver.iences plus all water used
outside the house for irrigation.

The term "household" is

preferable to the term " culina r y", which is often used to refer to
one of the four major uses of wate r because the term " culinary"
implies kitchen uses only.
Metropolitan areas '" st be supplied with hou sehold water that
is both palatable and non- .bfecti ous because it is used for human
consumption .

I'
I

This means water used for househol d purposes cannot

be highly discolored due to a high saline content or contaminated
with disease .
used .

Only water meeting certain quality standards can be

Thus , wate r can be shifted from other uses to household

use only if it is of acceptable quality .
Industrial water can be of lower qaali ty in some cases than
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water used for household purposes .

However , the closer water is

to being pure the more easily it can be applied to industrial use .
Boilers using water high in mineral content become lined with
mineral deposits that must be periodically removed .

For reasons

such as this , manufacturers like to use the highest quality water
available .

This means that industry often competes with households

for wate r supplies.
In 1958 , Utah manufacturers used 4 , 518 , 518 , 000 gallons of
water ; (9) of this quantity , ?6 . 2 percent was recirculated .

The

remaining 23 . 8 percent of the water used by manufacturers came
from fresh supplies and not from recirculation .

Also, 80 percent

of fresh water used by Utah manufacturers was suppJied by the
companies themselves .
Agriculture , especially in Western United States , is
dependent on water for survival .

Large canals have been constructed

to bring water to soil that would otherwise have very little
production potential .

Quality of this wate r can vary , within

limits , according to the crops that are being produced .
In many cases water is of such quality and in the proper
location to be used for any one of the four major uses .

Sometimes

these uses can be complementary , such as recreational uses and
agricultural uses , where water can be used for both pur poses .
It is even conceivable that the same water could be used for all
four purposes .

For example , water can be used fi r st for recreational

pur poses where it is stored for late r

-~se

when the supply is not as
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great as the demand .

The water could next be used for household

purposes whe re it would later be reclaimed .

Next , the wate r

could be used by industry and again reclaimed and then used by
agriculture whe r e it would be consumed by plants and animals .
Unfortunately , not all wate r is of high enough quality and
in the prope r location to be used for all fou r purposes .

Proper

development of household and industrial r eclaiming units are not
used by all municipalities and industries .

They may also all need

or desire the given water supply at the same time .

The refore , the

four uses of water must compete for the water supply .
Presently , Utah ' s water laws and r egulations prohibit f ree
movement of water r esource t o the nse where it has highest marginal
utility (8) .

Economic theory postulates that in order to maximize

utility f rom a given resource it is necessary that mar ginal value
of utility divided by price of water in each use be equal .
Maximum utility from all uses would be whe r e
MVUYl

MVUY2

MVU

PXyl

PXy2

PXyr,

Where MU

yi

y.J

marginal utility of wate r used for va ri ous purposes

PXyi = pri ce of water used fo r var ious pur poses .
As appl ied to industr ial , agricultur al , and re creational uses of
wate r this becomes
MVUhousehold

MVU agri c .

phousehold

p

0

agnc .

MVU
p

rec .

re c .

4

This same theory might be used

t~ ~llccate

within each of the four major uses of water .

water between uses

The marginal utility

per dollar spent for water should be equal for all users as well
as uses .
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Literature was reviewed which used analytical methods
pe r tinent to the objectives of this study.

Methods of determining

significant variables and their elasticities were of particular
interest .

Studies pertaining to public resources , such as

electricity and water , we re revie>red to obtain clues to possible
difficulties .

Applications of least squares regression models ,

where water was involved , were also reviewed.
Dawson (1) was concerned with the manner in which one might
obtain estimates of the demand for water ::on individual farms in
a particular area .

He states that if more information were available

on the value of '"ater for different uses , mJre could be said about
needed directions in the r eallocation of the sour ce .

Dawson

discusses only water used for irrigation .
Three approaches were suggested that could be used to arr ive
at the demand for water .

First , consider the market value for

land , taking a cross - sectional sample of f«rms with water rights
t o va ri ous quantities of irrigatio'1 water .

Tr.ese must have similar

soils and be located in a relatively homogeneous climatological
area .

These data we r e not available tc l,im .

Second , in certain

areas one can look at the market value of wate r itself-- either
water r ights or water .

This would incl·ude water sold by those

owning r ights to storage water .

Third , cunsider Cvst- quantity
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relationships on farms where irrigation is from wells and cost of
pumping varies among farmers.

This is the approach Dawson follows .

Dawson hypothesized that as cost of wate r increased quantity
used decreased.

Data were collected in Nebraska from farms using

water from wells for irrigation .

He assumed once a decision had

been made to install a pump-irrigation system the farm would equate
the short- run value of marginal product to the short - run marginal
cost of water .
Cost of pumping water varied according to depth of the water
table below the surface of the ground .

He assumed pumping

equipment could be varied in size to pump any quantity of water .
Using least squares regres sion , elasticity of demand for irrigation
water was found to be - 0.5.
Hartment and Anderson (4) used the first method n1entioned by
Dawson where value of irrigation water is determined by value of
land .

They collected data from forty-four farms in one irrigation

company in Colorado .
Data were taken from county and irrigation ccmpany records
over a period of six years.

Independent va riables were assessed

value of buildings , shares of irrigation company stock , 1960 sale
of land (9 observations), 1959 sale of land (14 observations) ,

1957-1958 sale of land (11 observations) , and 1954-1956 sale of
land (10 observations) .

The dependent variable was value of the

water stock in the irrigation company .
Data were fitted to a linear regression equation and the value

7

of water stock was estimated.

The coefficient of determination

2

(R ) for this model was 74 percent , which is the portion of the
total sum of squares attributable to the set of independent
variables .

After several different models were tried , assessed

value of farm buildings and total acres of farm land wer e found
to be the most important independent variables .
Milliman (6) was concerned with techniques used for project
planning and evaluation .

The procedure most widely used by federal

agencies is the "budget" method , which involves the estimation
of primary benefits of water by making assumptions as to crops to
be produced on the land and gross receipts arising from their sale .
AJso , value of water can be determined from increased vaJ.ue
of land .

However , both the land value method and the budget method

require bold assQmptions , and the better method will depend upon
circumstances which stem from individual project evaluation pr oblems .
Milliman states that general pricing techniques for water
leave a surplus of value .

This means value received from the use

of water is gr eater than cost incurred obtaining the water .
surplus value is then capitalized into value of the land .

The
The land

value method of measuring irrigation benefits would be the most
applicable in this case .
Fisher and Kaysen (2) were concerned with demand for
electricity in the United States .
fOQr parts :

Their study was divided into

demand by households , demand by i"dustry , and short

and long run determinants for each respectively .

Basic techniques
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used were multiple regression and covariant analysis .

This review

will only be concerned with the part on households as this is
pertinent to the present study.
The study was made using first differences of data taken over
time .

First differencing was done to partially remove interaction

between variables used in the study made by Fisher and Kaysen .
When summarizing the short run condition the states were in two
ma jor categories .

Younger states have a higher price elasticity

than the more mature states .

Younge r states have a price elasticity

that is less than one and the more mature states have a price
elasticity near zero.

When summarizing the long run condition,

elasticity of price had almost no effect on the consumption ,
and price of white goods (appliances) had only a small effect.
First differencing was not used in the present study because
comparisons were cross-sectional rather than over time .

Fisher and

Kaysen ' s study was reviewed here because it applied the multiple
regression analysis technique to a public utility study .
Gottlieb (J) did extensive work with price as a factor
affecting consumption of domestic water .

He said price variation

was partly attributable to economies of scale .

Public water

systems commonly frame rates to permit improvements or extension
to be financed on the installment plan basis out of operating
incomes , and this may have also caused variation in water prices .
Also , pricing schemes may have been another cause of variation in
prices between water systems if they were used as a means of excise
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taxation to supplement or replace the property levy .
Gottlieb makes reference to several studies where conclusions
were made that pr ice did not
of water .

r~ve

a lasting effect on consumption

Many water works specialists were reported skeptical of

cross - sectional regression studies where price is said to have
prompt proportionate affect en conswnption of water .

One

engineering firm expressed doubt that an 85 percent increase in
water rates would have any permanent retarding influence on real
per capita consumption .
After the r eview of price and consumption , Gottlieb turned to
a multiple regression analysis using consumption of water as the
dependent va r iable and price and income as independent variables .
This study was done using 12 water systems in Illinois in 1947- 49 ,
19 water systems in Kansas in 1952 , two sets of 24 water systems in
Kansas in 1957 , 18 water systems in the United States in 1955 , and
another }4 water systems in the United States also in 1955 .

Each

group of wate r systems was analyzed separately , and the results
are in table l wher e the model assumed an equation that was linear
in logarithms .
Headley ( 5) wrote on demand for residential and comme r cial
water in the San Francisco-Oakland ar ea .

The objective of this

study was to define the determinants of demand for water used fo r
residential and comme r cial use and , where possible , to estimate
parameters associated with these determinants as a basis fo r study
and projection of demand for residential and commercial \·l ater .
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Table 1 .

Results of multiEle ree;ression anal:z::sis (3)
Million
gallons
per

No . of
systems
included Yea r

Income
elasticities

Price
elasticity

Co rrelation (R)

Illinois

capita

12

1947 - 49

.89468

+ .27007

. 949

Kansas

cust .

19

1952

. 44946

-1.23820

. 8286

Kansas

cust .

24

1957

.58283

- .67984

. 8511

Kansas

capita

24

1957

. 278442

- .65638

. 8266

a

18b

1955

. J44

- . 385

.45 (est . )

a

J4c

1955

. 277

- . J87

. 45 (est . )

U. S . A.
U. S . A.

a Residential water use in 1 , 000 cubic feet per person per year
b Middle - sized standard metropolitan area
c All- sized standard metr opolitan area .

Headley speculated that quantity of wate r demanded should be
functionally related to price per unit , income of users , temperature ,
and precipitation .

Cross- sectional comparisons were made in one

model and demand relationshi ps were descr ibed .

Time series

comparisons were made in another model for given cities .
Tempe r ature and precipitation were not included as variables
because the area studied was homogeneous with respect to weather
conditions .

Ten of the fourteen cities studied we r e supplied by

the same company , and the four remaining cities obtained water from
the same company .

Also , because there were only two companies

pricing the water , price could not be tested as an independent
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variable due to lack of variation .
This left only the family income variable to be tested .
Headley felt that income could be used as a pr oxy fo r var iables
such as wate r - using appliances and fixtu r es and , the r efore , the
simple r egr ession might be quite r evealing .
A linear least squares regression equation was fitted to the
data .

The results were

of wate r and

x1

x0 = - J0 . 24

is income .

+ 2 .16X , wher e

1

x0

is consumption

Standar d e r ror of the r egr ession

coefficient was . 295 and a calculated t - ration of 7 . JJ .

Coefficient

of determination was . 81 and coefficient of simple correlation was
. 90 .

These calculations were fo r the cr oss - sectional analysis fo r

1950 .
In the 1959 cr oss - sectional analysis , the r esult was
- 18 . 77 + 1 . 27X .
1

x0 =

Standard erro r of the r egr ession coefficient

was .185 giving t - ration of 6 .86 .
in 1950 and 1 . 24 in 1959 .

Elasticity of income was 1 . 47

From this he concluded that pu r chases

of r esidential water we r e very responsive to changes in income
and , the r efore

demand for residential water with r espect to in come

was elastic .
Time series data we r e anal yz ed u sing the yea r s 1950- 1959 f or
each of the 14 cities .

Each city was analyze d separat ely and

regr ession coefficients and income elasticities wer e calculated .
There we r e marked decreases in elastici ties of i ncome .
simple ave r age of the elasticities estimated was . 25 .

The

Al so ,

regr ession coeff icients wer e not as signif icant as those f or the
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cr oss- sectional model.
The r e were only two cities with a regression coefficient
significant at the 10 percent level of significance .
they we r e not significant

above ~

One reason

. 10 might have been caused by

the small numbe r of degrees of freedom.
Headley concluded , in view of the historial information
which he had showing the increase in gallons pe r capita pe r day of
r esidential water pur chases over time from 1950 thr ough 1959 , that
elasticities estimated from the time series analysis seemed to be
more reasonable and more useful in projecting demand for residential
water even though they were not statistically significant.

Also,

Headley said the cross - sectional elasticities estimated would be
useful to a city contemplating an additional subdivision or to
estimate change in the demand due to a change in the method of
billing .
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OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
The supply of wate r for household purposes is not always
sufficient to meet demand under present pri cing and distribution
conditions .

Therefore, various methods have been used to r ation

supply to consumers .

By

determi~ing

the extent that certain factors

affect demand , better methods of r ationing can be made possible
and also , better methods of predicting futu re consumption can be
formulated .

The objectives of the study were :
Objectives

l.

To identify and quanti tiati vely estimate the importance
of each va r iable affecting cross - sectional variation in
consumpti on of household water du r ing 1962 .

2.

To derive the demand curve (or schedule) fo r the
consumption of household water .

).

To determine the elasticities of variable s signifi cantly
affecting the consumption of household water .

The first objective, to find the significant variables ,
utilized three criteria that were generated by t he regre ssion
analysis .

The fir st was to compute regression coefficients , b ' s ,

fo r each of the variables and test them for statistical significance .
2
Second , simple par tial coefficients of determination (r ) fo r each
independent va r iable and per capita consumption we r e computed
which will give a further indi cation of the explana ory variables .

14

Finally , standard partial

regre~sion

coefficients ( "the partial

regression coefficients when e;;.ch Vdriable ia in standard measure " )
(7 , p.284) were computed fc;r e&ch independent variable .
these variables seemed to be :

A priori ,

price of household water , price of

fuel used to heat water , real fomily income , weather conditions ,
lot size , value of homes , and whether c,r not homes have a complete
plumbing unit .
At test was used to test the hypothesis that ~ = 0 at the cx: .
level .

05

If the simple partial coefficients of determination (r2 )

were less than ll percent the independent variable was considered
to have "low or little" affect on the dependent variable based on
a lack of significance of the r
of freedom.

If an r

2

2

at the

oc. OS level with 35 degrees

was 11 percent but less than 17 percent the

variable was consider ed to have "fair or medium" affect on the
dependent variable based on a test of significance of r
using 35 degrees of f r eedom .

If an r

2

2

at the o<.

05

was 17 percent or greater

the independent variable >Jas considered to bave " high " affect on
Lhe dependent variable based on Lhe r

2

being significant at the oG .

05

level using 35 degrees of freedom.
The standar d partial regressi vn cvef icients were used as the
third crite r ion .

This criterion r·anked tbe independent variables

in relation to each other .
Each of the thr ee criteria was used as an indicator of
significance as no single criterivn
Also , it might be difficult.

tr

SdY

al,,~,e

e .. cr,

wc.s considered sufficient .

cr'..~eri0:1

was necessary

15

since sometimes they give contradictory results .

The criteria

was used only as indicators , and if the indicators consistently
showed strong significance the variable was considered significant .
If only one indicator showed non-significance , a judgment had to
be made on the level of significance indicated by the othe r two .
The second objective , to derive the demand curve for consumption
~f

household water , made use of the hypothesis that as pr ice

incr eased quantity of water consumed per capita per day decreased
as illustrated in figure l .
The demand equation was simply the regression of price and
consumption holding all other regression variables constant at

D
Quantity
of water
consumed/
capita/day

D
0

Figu r e 1 .

Price/1 , 000 gallons

A hypothetical deMand curve for water
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their arithmetic means.

C::1ntrary t,, tr.e cw,·,er-tion cf economics ,

note that price -was meaS-·lred alr,ng the }-

I

iL""r!f_,d.} C.XiS Cvnsistent

with statistical praclice cf p1dCiLg lr.dependent vdri<:.hles there .
The third objective was L·J deterntine elasticity of the
variables that we r e fcur:d t0 be sig,,ificar.t.
f·Jr price elasticity is
price (bi)

yields ~~

~

.

~

The general formula

The regression cc,ef icient for

and car. be used direct1y t:o calculate elasticity .

' '
The r efore , elastlClty

=b

,

p
Q

Following convention , i f elo.sticity <
inelastic ; and if elasticity >

111 ot

!11it is said to te

is said to he elastic.
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DEVELOPMENT OF VARIABLES AND PROCEDURE
Empirical Procedure
It has already been stated that least squares regression will
be used as a tool to produce information that will indicate which
variables are important .

The general

..tsed was :

rr.~cdel

Y =a + blXl + b2 X2 + b)XJ + b4 x4 + bSXS + b6x6 + b?X? + b8X8
where Y

consumption of household water per capita per day

~

price of water

x2

per capita median income

x

value of hllme per· capita

x4

lot area per capita

x

percent of homes having a cc•mplete plumbing unit

x6

average precipitation

x

average maximum temperature

x8

price of fuel used to heat water

3

5

7

Using cross- section analysis data for each variable were
collected from cities with 1 , 000 cr more populaticn in Utah , Salt
Lake , Davis , Weber , Box Elder , and Cache

Cr·u~.~ties .

Cache County

was included in the study because of its siJnilarity with the ether
co·,mties along the Wasatch Frc·rrl and because research was conducted
en the Utah State University campCJs , whicb allowed varicus parts
of the research t o be tested without greater
Data on consumpticn of

Wd.~er

aud price

t~ne

rjf

and travel expense .

water were vbtained
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frum m•micipal water corporatic-ns on a questior•naire tnat was mailed
to the cities st.1died .

Adm'"nistratc.rs iH c.i. ties r.ct answering the

questionnaire were contacted in person .

A priori selection of variables
The dependent variable, Y, could have been family consumption ,
c~nsumption .

consumption per connection, or per capita

Family

consumption was not used because the number of families served by
each system obse r ved was not available .

Consumptic,n pe r connection

has the disadvantage of describing consumption where two or more
apartments are served by one connection , and the cities were not
homogeneous in

r~umber

of apartment houses .

Consumption per capita

was selected because number of persons served by each system was
available , and this could be used to calculate consumption per
capita .

This also took out any variation due to population so

economically important variables could be determined .

Consumption

per capita was cunverted to the day basis lo reduce the size of
I1wnber s used in the calculations .
Pr ice of water was selected as an independer.t var iable because
people in the market economy are expected tu be influenced in thei r
c:msun.ption decisions by what. they have tv pay for a commodity .
Usually they take more at a lower price than at a highe r price ,
and wate r for hc.usehol d use wc,uld n:ot seem to be an exception .
Level of family income is also a lradilional explanatory
variable which explains part of the

co~sun,ptjon

uf mc st commodities

19

since it

refle~ts

ability to pay for tne cc,JTliTladity used .

an ecvnomic good that ntctst be paid fvr .
fam)ly incame must be inch:_ded.

Water is

Therefore; , sc>me form •Jf

Inc.;me rer capita was used because

it represented income on the same basi.s as the dependent variable .
The mode or average income may hav& beell ;:sed in place of the
median income .

However , data

f~r

the mc,de inccme were not available

in the census , and data fer the average i ncw,e were nut as complete
for the cities observed as was the median inccme .
Value of the house might be impartant as a variatle affecting
consumption because as value uf homes increases the numbe r of
water-using facilities usually increases .

When water- using

facilities inc r ease , amount of water used -will increase .

An example

of this -;muld be the sanitary disposal \>t,ich is built into the
kitchen sink Gf homes .

When the disposal is ope;rating , water is

used Lo flush trash down the sewer system .

In less expensive homes

this type of wate r-using facility may not be installed and quantity
of water used would be reduced .
In Utah most lawns are irrigated dur.ir,g the summer mcnths ,
and size of the lawn was assumed to be a function of the lot a r ea .
LvL area was selected as an independent "Jd.riable or' the basis uf
the assumption that water furnishe d by the water system was used
tc. irr igate the area vutside the hvuse .

As the area arc.und the

hc-.lse increased , water used during the summer mvnths was also
expected to increase .
In 1961 , Jer--me B. Wolff (10) r eported

inf__,rma'~-h:n

which he found
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with respect to let size and water consll11lption .

As far as car, be

determined he used total lot ared nvt Jc.st the area water could be
applied to .

However , he did find a strvng correlation between let

size and water consumptioiJ ,

W:,lff ' s reb·ul ts are presented in table 2 .

Water consumed per capita would seem to be directly related to
the plumbing facilities in the hvrne.

A complete pLl.l1lbing unit

l-Ias assumed to include a t,ilet , bath tub , wash basin , and a kitchen
sink .

Homes without these facilities , or only a pcrtion of them ,

would not be expected to use as much water as those with the complete
unit .

Table 2.

Water used by lot size

Lot size
square feet

Average day
gallons per day

2 , 000 - 2 , 400
5 , 000 - 7 ,500

l8J

9 , CCO - 12 , 000

227

15 , 000 - 25 , 000

333

40 , 000 a11d mc,re

524

The first of the weather v"c.i.ables considered tu be important
was average maxhrrll111 temperature dudng tbe s·,Hnmer months .
assumed thac as temperature '.r,creases , the

am ~ur,t

It was

of water cvnsumed

fer irrigation and pcssibJy hurn<=Lr. C0ns·.lmpti·)n increases.
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Precipitation was included as an independent variable because
as precipitation increases, need for irrigation decreases .

This

w:.YJld result in less freqctent irrigation cf the area aruund a
h::Juse.
Relative price of fuel used to heat water probably affects
cvnsumption of househ,ld water because there is a
amount of water heated for use in a home .

c~nsiderable

The amount of water a

person is willing to heat would be a function of price of fuel
used to heat water .
Development of Variables
Dependent variable
The dependent variable, consumption of water per day per
capita , was calculated from data taken from the questionnaire
obtained from each water system .

Total water sold during 1962 was

reported along with total population served over the same period .
The quantity of water sold was divided by the m.lPlbe r of people
served , which gave the total gallons consumed annually pe r capita .
This was then divided by the number of days in a year to arrive
at consumption of water per day pe r capita .
Three cities could not report their act•Jal water sold during
1962 because they had no method of measuring the quantity that
wer.t through their water system .

Data for these three cities were

calculated by taking a random sample of individual connections , and
an average was taken from the sample .

The average consumption per
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connection was then multiplied by the number of com1ections that
were in each system .

The result was an estimate of total water

consumed by household connections only .
Total water consumed in these cities was net equivalent to
the rest of the observations reporting , however , .because it did
not include water furnished churches , schools , and city parks.
Therefore, a fourth city that was similar to the other three was
sampled , and a correction factor was determined for the difference
between the total water served individual connections and that
served the total system .

The correction factor was then applied

to the three observations to make them comparable to the other s.
T&ble 3 contains data fo r the dependent variable and all independent
variables for each obse rvation (city) reporting .
Price variable
The most basic and probably the oldest method used by a water
system to collect revenue for ope ration expenses is the "flat rate "
method .

The flat rate method is a fixed price which is charged

all customers regardless of their location or quantity of water
used.
Most of the systems using the flat r ate method r ecognize some
of the inadequacies that exist in the one - price system .

These

systems have changed from a single price for all customers to a
separate price fo r each customer .

This price f er each custome r is

determined by a minimum r ate plus an additional charge f or each

Table 3.

Observatio:-1

no.

Data from 4-3 wate r systems observed
Cons·Jmption
per day
per
capita
(gallons)

Aver age
Average
ma r ginal
pr ice
price
pe r
pe r
1 , 000
1 , 000
gallons
gallons
(dollar s) (dollars)

Fi r st
mar ginal
pr ice
per
1 , 000
gallons
(dollar s)

Percent
Value
of homes
Median
of
Lot
having
inc~me
homes
area
complete
per
per
per
plumbing
capita
capita
capita
unit
(dolla r s) (dollars) (sq . ft . ) (pe r cent)

Ave r age
pr ecipitation
per
month
(inches)

temperature
(degr ees)

Average
m:mthly
maximum

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

268
149
1 ,412
244
121
246
144
J62
162
78

. 052
.183
. 013
.107
.147
.ll5
.153
. 074
.165
.194

. 009
.167
. 000
. 048
. 055
. 075
.145
. 015
. 000
.183

.07
.17
. 00
.10
.10
.20
.ll
.20
. 00
.23

1 ,877
1 , 604
1 , 074
1 , 475
1 , 222
1 , 409
1 , 084
1 , 488
1 , 244
1 ,492

4 , 024
3, 651
2 , 941
3, 513
5 , 000
3,105
3, 735
3 , 024
3 , 051
3. 757

2 , 921
2 ,976
13 , 557
4 ,892
1 ,436
2 , 918
1 , 535
ll , 251
2, 634
1 , 9ll

100
96
92
96
90
98
97
87
85
93

-97
1.05
-99
-97
.82
.82
. 81
1.05
l.ll
1.10

82 .8
79 . 0
79 . 6
82 .8
78 . 6
79 .8
79 . 2
79 . 0
82 .1
81.6

ll
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

88
183
136
299
254
372
166
835
215
78

.242
.157
.221
. 088
.148
. 045
.183
.051
.163
-324

-544
.120
.189
. 018
. OJO
. 023
. ] 72
. 000
. ll6
. 041

.21
. 30
.2J
.12
.18
.12
.21
. 00
.20
.20

1 , 706
1 , 241
1 , 445
1 , 074
1 , 592
1 , 238
1 , 534
1 , 074
1 , 486
1 ,451

4 , 257
2 , 529
3, 023
2, 500
3, 543
3, 909
4 , 323
3 , 000
3,171
3 , 022

2, 497
3 , 348
3 , 621
10 , 751
4 ,188
2 , 386
1 , 096
9 , 491
2, 634
1 ,192

94
94
98
93
98
93
93
92
92
100

1. 05
.65
1.05
1 , 00
l.ll
1.00
1.10
1.14
1.05
1.05

79 -0
80 . 5
79 . 0
77 . 2
82 .1
77 . 2
81.6
77 -7
79 . 0
79 -0

21
22
23
24
25

293
185
399
169
124

. 060
.145
. 086
.121
. 232

. 010
. 040
. 054
.109
. 292

.15
. 20
.20
.15
.17

1 , 344
1 ,429
1 , 624
1 ,479
1 , 366

3,182
2 , 895
4 , 733
4 , 567
3 , 263

8 , 715
5. 356
2 , 575
2, 810
5 , 523

98
95
98
94
94

.81
1.10
1.18
1.10
1.10

79 -2
81.6
82 . 3
81.6
81.6
continued

N

VJ

To.b.e

Observation
n~ .

Continued
Consumption
per day
per
capita
(gallons)

'36
37
)8

39
40
41
42

41

1 , 000

1 , 000

1 , 000

gallons

gallons

gallons

(dollars) (dollars)

( dollars)

Median
income
per
capita

Value
of
homes
per
capita

Lot
area

pe r
capita

Percent
of homes
having
complete
plumbing
unit

(dolla rs) (dollars) (sq . ft . ) (percent)

Average
precipitation
per
month

Ave r age
monthly

(inches )

(degrees )

max imum

tempertur e

337
18l

. 21
.20
.10
.15
.25

1 , 255
1 ,429
1 ,488
1 , 263
1 , 203

3, 049
3, 439
3,024
3, 057
3, 293

5,449
7, 071
2, 972
2, 384
13, 301

97
93
99
96
7/_j

.90
1.10
1.10
. ?8
.82

79 . 6
81. 6
81.6
82 . 7
79 .8

320
215
277
335
145
121
151
92
214
122

.165
.126
.104
. 076
.195
.224
.200
.477
.143
.200

.116
. OJ4
. 013
.186
.222
. 084
. 266
. 075
.200

.18
.10
.20
.10
.20
.18
.23
.40
.16
.20

1 , 074
1 , 259
1 , 259
1, 367
1 ,536
1 ,841
1 ,488
1, 877
1 ,416
1 , 488

3, 088
2,486
2, 771
3, 781
3,108
4, 079
4, 02L!
3, 563
3,875

6 , 404
6 , 669
4, 077
4,168
1 , 761
2, 474
4 , 059
3, 467
1, 911
3, 467

91
97
94
97
94
94
97
90
95
96

1.00
. 99
. 82
. 81
1.11
1.05
. 97
1.10
.9?

77 . 2
79 . 6
79 .8
79 -2
82 .1
79 . 0
81.6
82 .8
81. 6
82 .8

341
166
151

.120
.199
.185

. 089
.152
1.79

.12
.22
.15

1 , 438
1 , '323
1 , 488

J ,694
2,881
3. 378

2, 420
2, 133
5, 292

96
96
98

1.10
·97
.9?

81.6
82 .8
82 .8

31
32
J4
35

Fi rst
mar ginal
pr ice
per

. 202
.112
.270
. 020
. 040

132
110

33

Average
marginal
price
per

.202
. 340
.257
. 086
.164

26
27
28
29

JO

Average
price
per

li-14

.no

) , 000

l.lG

"'

"'
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toilet , tap, and sink .

Items included ir' the additic...nal charge

vary with the system .

However , after thls price is st;t for each

customer the charge does not vary with the quaPtity of water used .
Another method , and currently the most frequently used , is
the block or multiple price schedule .

This is a more equitable

method of pr icing than the flat rate scheme ; however, to facilitate
the use of this multiple price schedule , the water system must be
metered .

Metering is an additional cost to the system , and if the

system is compar atively small the additional cost may be pr ohibitive .
When the system is metering water to each customer an accurate
record of gallons used during a specific period is taken .

It is

this quantity of water that the multiple price shcedule is applied
to , and the customer remits according to his usage .
Generally , unde r a multiple price system , there is a minimum
price that must be paid .

The minimum price is to insure that the

system is at least returning cost due to depreciation .

For this

minim·,un price the customer is allowed a given quantity of water.
When the quantity allowed under the minimum price is exceeded ,
according to meter record s , a mar ginal price is charged which may
be assessed by 1 , 000 gallon units , cubic feet units , or other flui d
measuring units .

This charge is then added to the minimum price .

The fi r st marginal price above minimum price may or may not be
allowed to cover all water consumed above the arr1ount allowed under
minimum price .

Frequently , marginal price cha rged is only applicable

within a br acket or block of water consWTied.

For example , marginal
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price may be $ .10 a thousand gallons for all water used between the
maximum quantity allowed under minimum price and 50 , 000 gallons.
After the quantity covered by first marginal price is exceeded ,
there may be another marginal price (which may be more or less
than the previous marginal price) for a new bracket or block .
Generally, the last bracket is left open to cover all water used
after this point.
Each system studied used one of the pricing methods described
above.

Table 4 is a presentation of the number of systems that

were observed using each method.
Data in table 4 show more systems are using the multiple pricing
system with a decreasing price per thousand gallons as consumption
increases.

The three systems that used a flat rate method of

pricing were among the smallest systems observed.
From the forty-three municipalities observed it was found
that three different price variables could be used in the analysis .
They we r e average price , average marginal price , and first marginal
price.

It was decided that each of the price var iables would be

tried in the model to see which gave the best fit .
Aver age pr ice was derived from questionnai r e data .

Total

revenue received f r om the sale of water was divided by total water
sold (thousand gallons) which gave the average price per thousand
gallons of water sold .
The average marginal price of water was found by dividing the
marginal revenue by the marginal quantity of water.

Marginal
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Table 4 .

Pricing methodsa
Number

Method
I.
II .

Systems using a flat rate price
Systems using a minimum price with one or more
40

marginal price
A.

Systems using a minimum price with only one

13

marginal price
B.

Systems using a minimum price with

~

than
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one marginal price
l.

Systems with more than one marginal price
whose price per M decreases as the quantity

26

used increases

a Data taken from 43 systems observed in Utah , Salt Lake, Davis ,
Weber , Box Elder, and Cache Counties .

quantity of water was found by multiplying the amount of water
allowed under the minimum price times the number of connections and
subtracting this from total water sold .

The marginal price was

arrived at by taking the number of connections times the minimum
price charged and subtracting this from the total revenue , leaving
only revenue r eceived from marginal price .
was then divided by marginal water sold .

This marginal revenue
This gave an aver age

marginal price for all water sold in each city obser ved.
The average marginal price variable was expected to account fo r
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more of the variation in consumption of water than average price or
first m"'rginal price .

It Wds ass1Uiled people would think of the

price of additional water before consuming additional quantities.
They would cons1IDle additional water only if the pr ice was below or
equal to their marginal utility for more water.
However , problems were e:ncollntered in the calculation of
a\'erage marginal price because some connections in each city did
not use the amount covered by the fixed surchar ge as assumed in
computation of marginal price .

In additi on , free service corillections

such as schools , churches , and ci.ty property , which generally are
not metered , did not consume the sarne percentage of total water in
all cities.

This would tend to deorease Marginal price more in some

cities than others .

Also , water lost in the system due to leaks

would increase quantity of water reported sold that would also bias
marginal price .
The first marginal price was taken directly from the price
scheau·: e for each water system observed .

First marginal price was

defined as the price charged for the first 1 , 000 gallons of water
used after the rnaxilnum arnounL had been used that was allowed under
the mini111um price .
In some systems observed a two price system was used .

There

was a price for connections served inside the city limits and
anoLher price f or connections served outside the city limits.

In

these cases the first marginal price was weighted by the number of
connections served in each area.
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Price of fuel used to heat water variable
Price of fuel used to heat water was narr owed to the price of
gas since the majority of homes in all cities observed used natural
gas to heat water .

All cities observed were supplied with natural

gas by the Mountain Fuel Supply Company .

All cities served in the

state of Utah by this firm had the same price schedule except that
additional charges were made in five cities .
The following cities have additional charges of two percent :
Salt Lake City , Sandy City , Provo City, and Brigham City.
Salt Lake has an additional charge of one percent .

South

All of these

cities were observed in this study .
Howeve r, because there was so little variation in the pr ice
of fuel among cities it obviously could not pr odu ce variation in
water consumption .

The pr ice of fuel used , ther efore , will not be

included in the study .
Income var iable
~lnce

water consumption was converted to a pe r capita basis ,

median income was expressed in the same term .

I nformation fo r

developing median income pe r capita was t aken from the United States
Census of Population , 1960 PC (l) 46C , Utah .

The basic data used

were total population , number of families , and median family income .
Total population was divided by numbe r of families which gave
the number of pe r sons per family .

Median family income was then

divided by number of persons per family , giving the desired per
capita median lncome .

)0

Median family income \<las not given in the census for cities
wiLh less than 2 , 500 po}'ctl aLi on .

Ho·w-ever, mean family income and

median family income were given for a1l counties .

The difference

between mean family income and median farnily income was f ound for
each county .

The difference

wa~

divided by the mean family income

of each county to fi nd the peNent t he difference was of the mean .
The average difference for the six counties was 16 percent.

The

mean incomes wer e then r educed by 16 percent which made them
somewhat comparable to the median incomes .
For Davis County , \<Jhe re the population in the cities was
homogeneous with respect to density , the county data ;mre used t o
represent all cities under 2 , 500 populati on where median family
income data were not available .

This method was assumed to be

more accurate than adjusting the mean family income fo r small cities
in this particular county .
For counties with heterogeneous (with respect to density)
popCJlations among cities , the total family income for the large
population concentr ation cities was subtracted out of the county
t otal family income .

The population for the same cities was remove d

f r om the county population and then divided into the corrected
mean family income .

This figure was adjusted by the 16 percent

correction factor , and median family income was dete rmined .
Value of homes per capita va riable
Median value of

home~

owned was taken from the United States

")1

Census of Housing , 1960, for Utah , HC (l) Number 46 , Utah.

The

value nf homes m-med was used because data were not available for
eonunercial1 y rented apartmer,ts.

Here the ass\Lmpti.on was made Lhat

penple living in other than <Jwne r occupied units (this wonld be

aJJ tenants ) wou:ld have the same per capita value of horneo <.s those
0wner occupied.
To arrive at the median value per capita of homes, median value
of homes owned for each area was taken from the census report and
divided by the median number of persons pe r owner occupied unit.
This gave per capita owner occupied median value of homes .
Median values of homes owned were not available for cities of
less than 2 , 500 population , but mean values were.

A corre cti on

factor would h ve been employed t.o adjust. mean to median values ,
but the cities ove r 2 , 500 population did not have mean values so
differences Co\Lld not be determined .

This practice of using both

mean and median values may not seriously bias the results, however ,
since values were not consistently higher or lower than median values .
Lot. ar ea va riable
Lot area was placed on a per capita basis and additional
refinement was made by subtracting out area covered by houses ,
porches , and garages .

Driveways we r e not taken out because of

inconsistencies in r ecords .

This variable then became the per

capita square feet in lots not covered by houses , por ches , and gar ages ,
<.nd ..r.ill be referred to as the Jot area per capita variable.

Data for the lot area per capita variable were obtained from
county plat books .

Each of the six counties in the study were

contacted by a personal interview .

The specific lots were found

in the plat books using a random numbers table.

The dimensions of

the lots were taken from the records to get the total lot area .
Then, by using the serial number on the lot selected, the buildi ng
identification card was pulled from the records of the county
assessor .

The houses, garages , and porches were then subtracted

from the total lot area.

After one city had been sampled , a Stein ' s

two stage sample size test was applied to get a more accurate sample
size for remaining observations and to verify the size of the first
observation.

Homes having a complete plumbing unit variable
The number of homes having a complete plumbing unit in each
city was divided by the number of homes and multiplied by 100 to
give the percent.

Data were taken from the United States Census of

Housing, 1960, for Utah .
Weather condition variable
The most important period for weather conditions to affect
consumption of water would be during the months of May , June , July ,
August, September , and October.

It was assumed during the remaining

part of the year there would be very little change in water
consumption due to precipitation or temperature .
Data for both temperature and precipitation variables were taken

:n
from the United States Weather Bureau Climatological Data for 1962 .
The same time reriod, May thr<'ugh Oclnber, was used for both
variables.

Weather stations were selected as near

observed

possible.

~s

1:0

the area

Average precipiLation was calculated by first fir.ding the
precipi t«tion for each of the six Jncmths.

The monthly totals were

then added together and di\ided by number of months to get the
average precipitation per month for the selected period .
Average monthly temperature was first adjusted to read the
average maximum monthly temrerature , assuming that daily maximum
temperature would influence the consumption more than daily mean
temperatu r e .

'I he average maximum temperature for all of the si x

months were added together and divided by six to arrive aL the
average maximum temperature .

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
In the regression model let :
y

consumption of water per day per capit&. (gallons)
average price (dollars)
marginal price (dollars)
first marginal price (dol~ars)
median income per cap1ta (dollars)
value of homes per capita (dollars)
lot area per capita (square feet)
percent of homes having complete plumbing (percent)
average monthly precipitation (inches)

x7

average maximum monthly temperature (degrees)

Initially the analysis assumed a linear regression model .
Scatter diagrams are presented in figures 2 through 10 for the
independent variables plotted agair.st the independent var iable .
There were 43 water systems observed i

this study .

Using

seven independent variables and une dependent variable , the re are

35 degrees of freedom (n- 8) .

Using this information , the t value

from the t table was 2 . 030 at the 5 percent level of significance .
This value of t will be compared with calculated t later .
Because of three different prices that co-Jld be used in the

x1

variable , price , it was necessary tJ solve the multiple regression
equation three times.

Each time the regression equation was solved

a different price variable w&.s used in

x1 .

The IBM 1620 computer was used tc svlve all multiple regression
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equations .

The reason for using the computer was to avoid as many

mathematical error s as possible when su many digits to the right of
the decimal place must be carred (min.;.mum of 8) ·when inverting the
sums of squares matrix .

This also expedited the study .

Analysis Using All

~

Observations

Resul ts of regres sion equatiun une , using average price as the
~

var iable , we r e
(1)

y

-878 .93 - 1042 .65X1 - .1852X2 + .03JOXJ
(348 .98)
(.1766)
( .0489)
(2 .99)
+

(1 .0487 )

( .6748)

. 0357X1, + 849 . 03XS + '3Gl.58X6 + 2.23X
7
( .0124)
(222 .61)
(225 .51)
(16.59)

(2 .8790)

(J.81)

(1.34)

( .lJ)

Values under the r egression coefficients that are in parentheses
are standar d error values (Sb) and calculated t values respe ctively .
This procedur e was used in all e tations of this type presented
in the study .
The multiple coefficient of determination (R2 ) for this model
was 55 percent .
Re sults of r egr essi on equation two , using the calculated
ave r age margi nal pr ice as the

x1

variable , were

J6

(2)

Y = -901 .12 - 507 .88X

1

- .2590X

2

. 0682XJ

+

sb

(290 .14)

C .1841)

c . 0574)

t

(1 . 75)

(1 .4068)

(1 .1882)

+ . 0417X 4 + lJ72 .95XS + 255 ·7JX

( .0112)

(714 . 88)

(J . 7232)

(1.92)

6

- 4 .97X?

(24l . JJ)

(5.68)

(1.06)

( .88)

2

The multiple coefficient of determination (R ) for this model was
48 percent .
Results of regression equation three , using the fi r st marginal
price as the
(J)

x1

variable , Here
Y = - 652.86 - llOJ8 . J6~ - .1Jl7X

2

+ . 0515XJ

sb

(1305.84)

(.1835)

(.0520)

t

(8.45)

(. 7177)

( .9904)

+

. 0414Xq + 9J2 .48XS + J8 .94X
( . 0100)

(706.54)

6

- .144SX

(2J9.89 )

7
(16 . J9)

(4.1400)
(l.J2)
(.16)
(.Ol)
2
The multiple coefficient of determination (R ) for this model was
54 percent.
Simple partial coefficients of determination (r 2 ) we r e
calculated from the correlation coefficients which were supplied
by output data from the IBM 1620 computer , table 5 .

Partial

coefficients of determination will only be given for the association
between Xi (the independent variables) andY (the dependent var iable) .
The association of one independent variable with another will be
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Table 5 .

Simple partial coefficients of determinat~on (r 2 ) using 4J
observations
Dependent
variable

Independent
variable

Coefficient of
determination
(r2)

xl (average price)

y

J4 . 'z:%

xl (marginal price)

y

19 . '2!%

xl (first marginal price)

y

28 . cffi

x2 (median income/capita)

y

16 .4%

x3 (value of homes/capita)

y

04 . C/%

y

Jl . ?%

y

00 . 7%

X

4

(lot area/capita)

x5 (percent of homes having a complete
plumbing unit)
x6 (average precipitation)

OO . C/%
y

x7 (average maximum temperature)

05 -%

discussed later .
Standard partial regression coefficients were also part of the
output data f r om the IBM 1620 compute r.

The coefficients changed

each time the price variable was changed.

These coefficients were

placed in the standard partial regre ssion coefficient , table 6 ,
under the respective price variable and their respective rank is in
parentheses .
Analysi s Using

Only -~

Observations

The 43 observations had two types of pricing systems.

The

majority of the systems observed had their systems fully metered and

Table 6 .

Standard Eartial regression cc•efficients
A ve ra~e

Variable

prlce

Ma:gi!/al
pnce

First marginal
. a
prlce

- . 4011 (2)b

.. •2405

())

-.:3704 (2)

-.1684 (4)

""•2355 (4)

.1198 (5)

XJ (value of homes)

. 0874 (6)

.18li? (5)

.1) 64 (4)

x4 (lot size)

.5052 (1)

. 5902 (1)

.5861 (1)

x5 (percent complete
plumbing)

.1704 (J)

. 2?54 (2 )

.1872

x6 (average
precipitation)

.1649 (5)

.1)98 (6)

. 021) (6)

X? (average maximum
temperature)

. 0174 (7)

- . OJ88 (7)

.0011 (7)

\

(price)

x2 (income)

a Average price , marginal price , and f irst marginal price represent
equations one , two , and three respe ctively .
b The number in parentheses is a rank number .

wa'tcr was sold according to am"u·1t used en what is called the block
system where pr ice decreased as quant1ty used increased from block
to block .
The remaining systems observed used a flat rate system of
pricing water to users .

There was a fixed monthly charge made

regardless of the amount of water used by the customer .
of pricing gave users fewer reasons to

ccns~rve

no additional charge if they used more water

water .

This type
There was

thus , there was a

mar ginal price of zero .
Scatter diagr ams presented in figures 2 , ) , and 4 show the

())

'39

dispersion of quantities

c~nsu111ed

at vari _us prices whether price

WdS average price , marginal rrice , -r fir6t marginal prlce.

There

were only three flat rate water syst<'!ms e-bserved , ar,d ir. all scatter
diagrams the tw" large cbservocti .ns were flat rate water systems .
The third flat rate water system wo.s

lcc~ted

at approximately the

)6J galj.on mark , which is als:.c ~'' 1.-he rlgbt uf rr._st systems ,_bserved .

These facts indica-ce that it rr.ay r t have ·oeen wise to include
the three flat rate systems i:1 1.-he same popJ.lation as the c.the rs .
It was decided to leave them ,;:.t ar.d reca1 culate the reslllts to
see if their inclusion caused di sLrtiur..
r,umbered four thrcugh six as each vf lhe

These new equations were
~Jrlce

variables were

i.ntroduced into the equatiJn using the LJrty vbse rvati ons with only
the block pricing system .
Results of equatiun f;:,ur , using average price as

x1

were

(4)

307 .42 -- 82C, . 48X

sb

())7,22)

( . 0/d)

( . 01';15)

1.

(6 . 04)

I . )981)

( . 5846)

1

+ . r,z8'!X

2

+ . 0041X + l.O . j';IXS + )8 . _nx
4

60 percent .

-

y

( . 0052)

('jib.jr,)

(96,16)

(. 7885)

( , u<;-)

( , 6v)

6

. Oll4X:

~ .6616X?

( o . 6j)
( .] u)

3

variable ,

40

variable , -were

y

(5)

4)2. . ?2

\

-

)i5 . vl\ + . O\J4t!X

(J.2.6.'14)

( .0??4)

( . :.:200)

(4 . J6)

( .C'54))

( .6700)

;59 .61XS

+ l? . 4?X

t

+

.OC6JX4

+ .Gl'j4XJ

2

+

6

- ? .49X?

( .0060)

(J65 .UJ)

(1lj . 6::_)

(7 .9))

(1.0500)

(.99)

( . 15)

( .94)

2

The multiple coefficient of detennin<>.ti·>n (R ) fur this model was

44 percent.
Results cf equati-.,n six ,
t-he \

c~sing

the first margir,al price as

variable , were

(6)

y = 268.9<: ·- 48,)4 .4'.JX

1

,

.02'- JX

2

+

. 0l!76XJ

sb

(2?85.4'?)

( . V,'87)

( . 0)32)

t

(J.?2)

( .}Jf!tl)

( . Utl9)

+ . 0098X

4

( .v075)

+ :d0 .47XS - 62 . 95x

(487 .14)
( .4J)

The trrclltiple c."efficient d

6

·- l. 85X

(1)2 .6?)

(9.4J)

( ,4?)

( . 20)

7

2

deterndnaticr, (R ) fer· this model was

22 percent , which was the luwest fit of any uf the m, de1 s thus far

used .
Simple parcial coefficierts uf determ.:nd.Uc,,-, (i) changed as
the pri~e variable was char.ged (the same as they did in the fi r st
set of equations) fer t-he ass"ciatiun tet.ween the price variable
ar•d consumption .

Table 7 ghes sim.,le pdrti.dl c .. efiicients

f
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det.erminaticr, fc·r this set

Table 7-

e;i'

equations w-ith the flat rate systems

Simple partial c,efficier.ts < f determ.lnaticn (r") with the flat
rate systems uu t 140 cbservatimts)

I ndeper,den t
variable

De10ender.t
variable

Coefficient of
de~ermination

(r )
y

37-5%

y

40 . 0%

xl (first marginal price)

y

lJ.6%

x2 (median income/capita)

y

6.0%

XJ (value of homes/ capita)

y

1. 7%

x4 (L L size/ capita)

y

7.6%

y

o.o%

x6 (average precipitativn)

y

1.7%

xn (average maximum temperature)

y

J .l%

xl (average price)

(mar ginal price)

\

xs

(percent :Jf hcmes with ecmj:.lete J-]umi::ir,g)

(

Standard par"'ui al regressi. ,,n c:-effj.ci ev;ts f' ' r this set uf equations
were handled the same "Way as tne fi r st sel where tbe flat rate wate r
systems we re included.

TaLe 8 gives U ese c ,eff.~c.:ent s with r espect

L.· the price va riatle used .
Dete_f!ni natLm

~ ~~fica,.t

2

Var i,?oles

Ttoe c;:,efficiert. • f de:ermin .. Uu. (R ) f r tr,e mL'dels with all

42

vo.ridble t·J have slightly tne best 1~ t .
~er~enl

55

ccmpo.red t·. 48 ;;rei 54

Rz

The

f<OI'CHiL

1 .r the oU1er two models

usir;g marg.ino.l price and f.irsl marglnal price

respe~tive'ty .

Standard partial regression ~ oeiC cie·;,ts with flat rate water
s stems cut (40 ocservati:cr•b)

T«tle 8 .

Variable

Av~r«~e

M.,rg.:. ·.al

prlce

f.!'~Cf!

xl (price)

- · 7714 (1)b

x2 (incume)

. G6l8 (5)

XJ

1 r this mJdel was

(value of homes)

x4 (JcL area)

x5 (percent complete
plumbing)

x6 (average
precipitation)

X? (average maximum
temperature)

- . 5S/9c (1)
· -"~1

(?)

First marginal
price a
- . )267 (l)
-. 05216 (5)

-.0?60 (4)

. 089_3 (5)

. 0509 (6)

. 1267 (2)

.1945 (2)

. )045 (2)

. 1(4L

. 1019

. 0060

(;)

U!

())

. 0796 ( j)

.0<- )8 (6)

- . 0859 (4)

- . 0127 (6)

_.. 14)6 (4)

- . UJ55 ('?)

a Average price , marginal pr.ice , and f: &t rr,d.rgi ral pr·.:_ce represent
equations four , five , and six respeet.ively.
b The numbe r in parer.these is

Average price , equaticn
1\:r the ar,alysis .

d.

·L ,

rd..rk

t.JJr(ter .

was selec:.ed as the best equation

The sc"tte r diagram suggests thot- the fit (R2 )

W<.uld have been better if a qc.d.drat i.e eqc:.d L1, n had been used .
Als ~ ,

tt."''

calculation of the averdge prlce \ar.:_al•le was m.;re reli&ble
Wdo

·~tw

case wi.tb tf,e trtargina1 p:ices.

Tne fJdt r ate systems

43

were left in because cities llslng this pricing method had str ong
variati'Jn in othe r variables such as 1-.Jt area , value of homes , and
incJme pe r capita .

However , the fit was tnrse with them in ; this ,

of course , means the model was net as efficier.t with the flat r ate
systems included as it was

with~~t

them .

Tnis was due to the quadr atic

rel.,tic.r.ship of ave r age price and cc:nswnptLm .

Therefore , they

are included in the analysis cf sigtlificar.t variables.
Results f e r calculated t , partial Cc•efficients of determination ,
and standa rd partial r egr esslcn c::efficlents were br ought together
at this point for each independent variable .

The independent

variables we re analyzed separately fr·m the data pr esented in table 9.
Average price variable

The calculated t value was significant. , the C'Jefficient of
2
determination (r ) was in the high category , and the standar d partial
regression coefficient was

sec~nd

ir. im}:ortar,ce .

capita was ranked higher than thjs variable .

Only lot area per

In comparison , all

three cr iteria showed the average price independent variable to be
~.mportant .

It was cuncluded f r :::m these re sults that average price

wa:; one of' two very signlficar•t var ii.tlles in this study .

Scatter

diagrams for the pr ice va r iables are present ed in figllres 2 , 3 , and 4 .
Medi an inccme per capita var i able
The calculated t value was net sigr.ificant at the

=. 05

level ,

Lhe coefficient of' determin«tion wa s in the mediUlll categcry , and
the standard partial regre ssion coefficient was ranked f ourth i n
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Average price/
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Figure 2 .

Scatter diagram fc. r average price/1 , 000 gallonswater and
consumption of wate r /day/capita uf the 43 water systems
ubse rved .
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Table 9 .

Criteria

or determining significant independent var iables
CoefficieLt
elf

Independent

Calculated
t

~ariable

de~emir,ation

(r )

Standard
partial
regre s s;_ on
coefficient

Ave rage price , xl

2 . 99a

34 .2%

-.4011 (2)b

Medlar, inccme/capita x2

1 . 0487

16 . 4%

- .1684 (4)

Value of homes/
capita x
3
Lot area/capita x4

. 6?48

4 . 0%

. 0874 (6)

2 .8790a

Jl . ?%

.5052 (1)

% homes having complete
plumbing x5

3 . 8la

0 . 7%

.1704 (3)

Average precipitation x6 1.34

o.<J'/,

.1649 (5)

Average maximum
temperatu re x
7

5 ·""

. 01?4 (?)

. lj44

a Significant t values when compared to tar ·.tlar t •

,
05 df 35
t The numbe r in parentheses is a rank or ~rde r number .

c0mparison to the other six Vdr iables .

2 . 030 .

The latter two criteria may

have suggested that this variable was sigr,i icar,t , althm1gh the
significance was weak .

However , the L test di d not confirm the

results of the ethe r indi cators .

In fact , it indicated strongly

that income w&s not a significant va riable .

Als:. , the algebr aic

sign of the partial regressi on coe ficient Lor this variable was
negative , indicating as

i~ccme

i!1c reases Wd.te r consumptlorl decreases .

The scatte r diagram for this variatle is presented ir, figure 5 ·
It was ccncluded that

med.:..d~

incotne per cap::.ta cannot be considered
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Median income/
capita
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Scatter diagrarr, f~r media'1 illcvme/capita and cvnsumption of
water/ day/capita ~f the 4J water systems "bser ved .

a variable of significant importance .
Value of homes owned per capita variable
The calculated t value was not significant at the <><::.

level ,
05
the coefficient of determination was in the low category, and the
standard partial regression coefficient was ranked sixth in importance
with respect to the other six variables .

The C·nly variable ranked

lower in relation to all variables was average maximum temperatur e ,
which was ranked last .
6 fc.;r this variable .

The scatte r diagram is presented in figure
All three of the indicat.-rs have shown the

value of homes per capita as an independent variable to be nonsignificant in all th r ee cases.
Lot area per capita variable
The calculated t value was significant at the <><. os level , the
coefficient of determination was in the high category , and the
standard partial regression coefficient ranked first in importance .
0•1ly the average price variable had a higher coefficient of
delennination .

Figure

7 shows the scatter diagr am or this variable .

All three indicator s in this analysis indicated that this variable

was important.

From these results it was conc luded that lot area

per capita does significantly affect the consumption of water per
.capita .
Percent of homes having a complete plumbing unit variable
The calculated t value was significant at the <><-.OS level , the
c~efficienl

of determination was extremely 1ow , and the standard
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Value M homes/capita
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Figu re 6 .

ScaLter diagram f r va1 ue uf h.m,;s/~apita and the cc,nsumption of
water/day/capita f r the 4J water systems Gbserved.
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Figure 7 ·

Scatter diagram for lot .area/capita and the consumption of
water/day/capita 0f the UJ water systems observed . a

~------

a Two observations were ne-t puL on the figure because lut a r ea/capita was
1.3 ,557 for 1 ,412 gall.;ns consumption in u 1e c.;se ar.d lot area/capita was
13 , )01 for 181 gallons consumption in the other case neil her of' w!.ich
would fit on the figure .
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partial regression cceffiGient was ranked "th:..rd in imp0rtance , but
much less imponar,t than let size ar.d price .
nvt ce>nsister,t.

These indic ... tors are

First , the t test indicated the variable did

so gnificantly affect cor,sumpti on of water .

Seco·1d , the coefficient

of deterrnlnaticn was CDmpJetely upposi te tCJ the first indlcatcr ,
shewing the variable affecting the total sw,: of squares for
conscJ..mption of water by very little .

The scatter diagrd.lll , figure 8 ,

dces not indicate any strong relationship .

Third , the standard

partial regression coefficient was only ranKed third, which was not
a strong indication for any decision .
The sarne indicators were u,;ed on the other five equations where
c,ther concepts of price were used , and the dec.:.sior, concerning this
var iat,le was made from the results of aU six equations .

The last

five equations had no calculated t values that we r e significant
at the

=. as

level which the first equation reported significant .

Also , the rank of the standard partial regr essio:1 coefficient was
s" ,nd , third , .;eventh , third ,

d fourth , which again diu n0t

h,dic ... te a strong significance .

From this compar,is:Jn it was concluded

that the high b value in equotticn 1 pr obably can be attributatle
to chance r ather than any reotl relationship .

That is , a statistical

error of the seccnd kind was ir,dica ted by the t test , which i ndicat e d
acceptance Gf the var iable even thuugh , in fact , it was not
significant .
~~g£-~~aticn

per mu:1th varlabl.e

The ca1 clllai ed t value on the regressiJ''

c~ef

icier,t was r.ot

5J
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Figure 8.

Scatter diagram for percent of homes having a complete plumbing
unit and tne cons\JIIlption of water/day/capita of the 4J wate r
systems observed .
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significant at the

<X:".

05

level , and the algebraic sign was wrung.

The CGefficient G•f delennlnation was zeru carried out to t.he
nearest Ler.th , and the standard part::.a1

regr~essiJ:1

ranked fifth with only two c:•the rs ranked lower .
is preser,ted in figure 9.

coeff::.cient was

The scatter diagram

Al"J three indicakrs agree that this

·v-a riable was of little importance .
Average maximum temper,.ture per monlh variable
The calculated t valae was nvt significant at the <><:. . OS level ,
the coefficient of determination was in the middle of the low
category , and the standard partial regressi0n coefficient was ranked
sevenlh , or last , in importance with re specl to the other variables
in the model.

The scatter diagram f'or tbis variable is presented

in figure 10 .

It was concluded from the resulls of the three

indicaturs that average maximum temperature per month as an independent
v"riable did not significantly affect the consumption of water in
this study .
There were two va riables f'uund to cvnsistently effect the
cor,sumption of water by all criteria .
lot area per capita .

They are average pri ce and

Al so , there were f1ve vari.ables tested that

did not appear tu be significant from the an<dysis of this study .
They were median income per c"pita , value of hvmes pe r capita ,
per;.,ent of homes having a

c'~mplete

plumr•ing unit , average precipitation

per· mcr,th , and average maximum temperature per month.
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Figure

9. Scatter diagram fer the average pr ecipitation/month and the
consumption of ,;ater/ day/ capl ta ,f the 43 water systems
ot>se r <red.
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Scatter diagram fur average maximum temperature and the
cm,sumption of 'Wdter/day/capita.
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Additional test on the five variables not significant
After it was determined that average price and lot area per
capita were the only two variables significantly affecting the
consumption of water , a new model was formulated using only aver age
price and lot ar ea per capita as independent variables .

The

remaining five of the original seven variables that did not show
significance were left out of thie equation .

This was done to

determine the change in the multiple coefficient of determination
2
(R ) for the model if only the significant independent variables
were used .

If the multiple coefficient of determination did not

change by a significant amount , it would mean the five variables
not found significant accounted for very littl e of the total sum
of squar es for the consumption of water per day per capita .
The six regression equations we r e then solved using the aver age
price variable and lot area per capita var iable as independent
variables .

The equations using all 43 observations are pr esented

in table 10 , and those using 40 observations are presented in
table 11 .
Equation 7 , wher e only significant variables wer e used ,
2
changed R fo r the model f r om 55 percent , found in equation l , to
51 percent , or a change of 4 percent .

All othe r pai r s of equations

also showed only a small loss of explanatory powe r by simplifying
the model .

This meant the elimination of the five var iables (that

were not significant accor ding to the analysis) only r educed the
percent of the total sum of squares for the dependent variable
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Table 10 .

Regression eguations using 4J obser,ations

(Average price)
y

= J02 . 29

(7) sb

- 1182 .1>9X + . 0299XJ
1
. 008)
J04 . 05

t

) .89

J . 6024

(Marginal price)
y

= 164.40- 602.46X 1

+ . 0))2X

(8 ) sb

275 .68

. o08J

t

2 .19

4 . 0000

2

(First marginal price)
y

(9)

= ')16 . 01 - lJ2J8 . 92X
1

+ . O)J6X

2

sb

1067 . )1

. 00?1

t

12 . 40

4 . 7)24

Degrees of freedom

=

40

Tabular t

=

2 . 021

= price
= l ot area/capita
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Table 11 .

Regression equations using 40 cbserv<:.tions (flat. rate
s stems out)

(Ave rage price)

Y ~ 318 .03 - 791 .60X + .004JX
1
2
(10) sb
.00)2
114.50
6 .91

t

·592

1. J4'J8

(Marginal price)
y

= 253 ·97

(11) sb

523.14X1 + . OOJOX 2
112.85

.0042

4 .64

.7143

t

R<:

.409

(First marginal price)
Y ~

0 2 J sb

267.19 -

5579.7 3~ +

. OC18?X

2150.92

. oo49

2 .59

1 .7755

t

Degrees of freedom = 37
Tabular t

=

2 . 0211

= price
= let. area/capiLa

2

.2(19
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accounted for by the independent variables by 4 percent .

The

small 4 percent change in the model CJefficient of determination
is additional proof the variables eliminated were not significant .
Inte r action terms were not introduced into the models because
2
of the r esults of the partial inte rcorrelation coefficients (R )
presented in table 12 .

Most of the coefficients are very low ,

the highest being intercorrelation between median income per capita
2

.
. 468 or r = . 212 .
2
2
7
Also , it may be argued the correlation between these variables

and average maximum temperature where r

was spurious because there was no logical reason for median income
and tempe r atu re to var y together .
Logarithm analysis
By observing the scatter diagram , figure 2 , for ave rage price
it was obvious that a curve would fit the data better than a linear
function .

When the models were analyzed for their multiple

coefficients of determination , by taking out the three flat rate
water systems (observations numbers J , 9 , and 19) , the coefficients
increased 5 pe r cent for the model using the average price variable .
For these r easons afte r the significant variable s we r e f ound,
data for the significant variables were changed to logarithms and
analyzed again .

The r esults a r e presented in tables l J and 14 for

solutions to the r egression equations .

Coding Has accomplished by

multiplying the data by 1 , 000 to avoid wor king with negative signs .
The logarithmic equation 13 - 18 used only the significar;t
variables .

Results of equation lJ demonst rated a 28 percent increase
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Table 12 .

Intercorrelation between independent varia les
Partial intercorrelation
coefficients

rl.2

.426

rl . J

.115

rl.4

- . J07

r-1 ·5

- .022

rl.6

.196

rl.7

. 256

r2 . J

.4JO

!'2 . 4

-.426

r2 . 5

. 265

r2 . 6

.J51•

r2 . 7

.468

rJ . 4

- . 4J2

rJ.5

. 009

rJ.6

.257

rJ . 7

. 267

r4.5

- .46J

r4 . 6

- . 090

r4.7

-.J25

r5 . 6

.068

!'5 · 7

.185

r6 . 7

.190
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Table 1} .

Logarithmic regression eguations using 4} observations

(Average pr ice)
Y
(lJ)

= 5 -9504

- . 7662 log

x1

+

.1506 log

sb

. 0655

. 0700

t

11 .6977

2 .1514

x2

(Marginal price)

y = 4 , J086
(14)

- . 2451 log

x1

+ . 2171 log

sb

. 04J6

. 2218

t

5 . 6216

-9788

x2

(Fi r st mar ginal price)
Y
(15)

= J .5280

- .1982 log X1 + . )J27 log X
2

sb

. 0529

. llJ6

t

J . 7467

2 . 9287

Degr ees of f r eedom

= 40

Tabular t

=

2 . 021

= pr ice
= lot area/capita

2
R

= -5731
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Table 14 .

Logarithmic regression equations using 40 observations
(flat rate systems out)

(Average price )

y
(16)

= 6 . 0414

.7271 log

x1

+ .1229 log

sb

. 0781

. 0721

t

9. 3099

.1705

x2

R2

x2

2
R = .497

-732

(Marginal pr ice)

y
(17)

= 5. 2604

- .2928 log

x1

+ . 0858 log

sb

.0548

.1068

t

5-343l

.8034

(First marginal price)
Y = 4.7843

(18)

. 5148 log

x1

+

. 2490 log

sb

.1844

.1o82

t

2.7918

2 . 3013

Degr ees of f reedom = 37
Tabular t

= 2 . 024
= price
= lot ar ea/capita

x2
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in the multiple coefficient of determination.

This confi rmed
2
that a model using quadratic terms would have increased R for the

model.

Also, the significant variables remained significant in

the logarithmic analysis.
Demand Schedule for Household Water
Demand cu r ve determined by arithmetic eguatlon
To derive the demand schedule equation 7 , rather than
equation l , was used because this equation contained only significant
independent variables.

The demand schedule was derived by holding

lot ar ea per capita variable constant at its arithmetic mean and
varying the average pr ice variable between relatively low prices
observed to relatively high pri.ces obse r ved .
The equation used wa s :

(7)

y

= 302 .29 - 1182 .49Xl

+ . 0299X2

sb

304.05

. 0083

t

3 .89

3 .6024

where \ (average price) was var ied from $0 . 00 to $.40 and x
2
(lot area per capita) was held at 4 , 458 , which was its arithmetic
mean.

The demand schedule f or this equation ls presented in

table 15 .
The demand schedule confirms the the ory that as pr ice
increases, quantity demanded decreases .

Also , when plotted in

figure ll, the demand curve has the traditional negative slope.

Table 15 .

x1 ,

Demand schedule for culinary Wdte r in Northern Utah

"Y,
average price
(dollars)

estimate of consumption
pe r day per capita
(gallons)

. 00

435·58

. 02

411.93

. 04

388 .28

. 06

)68 .64

. 08

340 .98

.10

317 · 33

.12

293 .68

.14

270.0J

.16

246.)8

.18

222 . '?J

. 20

199 . 08

. 25

l J9 .96

. 30

80 .83

· 35

21.71

.40

-37 .42
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y

500
450
400
350
)00

250
200
150
Demand

100

50

~g~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~ ~~~~~~~~~
"'"
Average price/1 , 000 gal1cns

Figur e 11 .

Demand curve f or househ,.,J d water i .n Nvrt.hern Utah .
A

Y

=

consumptbn/dayhapita exFessed in gallons .
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Demand curve determined by logarithmic egudtion
Equation 13 expresses the demand f,l!lcti .;" f ~r
in logarithmic terms .

The demand schedule was

hc,c~sehe>ld

determ~ned

wate r

fr0m this

equation by holding let area per capita dt the arithmetic mean
of the logarithmic values and then varying the l cgarithoic values
of average price.

The demar,d schedule furmul ated is preser;ted in

table 16.
The antilog of Y from equation 13 was divided by 1 , 000 to
corre ct for coding of the original data necessary to r emjve negative
signs.

It was then plotted with the antilog of average price on

ordinary arithmetic gr aph paper.
presented i n figure 12 .

The r esulting demand cur ve is

The curve fits thr jagh the scdtter diagram

for average price per l , 000 gallons and c-..nswnption per day pe r
capita .

The demand curve has a negative slope as figure 12

clearly demonstrate s .
Elastici ties 2[ Significant Variables
Elasticity of average price
The regression eq·->o.tion 7 was used t
of price and l ot size .
was lot area per capita .
necessary to huld

x2

In equation 7,

JS

J

calculate elascicities

was average price and

x2

For average price elasci.cit,y it was

at its arithmetic mean and vary the

x1

variable .

x1 was set at $. 013 , $ .161 , and $ . 350 to find U.e elasticity t the
lowe r end , middle , and top end uf the demar;d curve .
The x1 value $.013 was tne lJwest average price ,bserved , and
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Table 16 .

Demand schedule fur logarithmic egualic.n 1·
c c.>nsurnption
"Y,!•61'esU1nate
day per Caf \ ta
'.Jf

Xl , average price
( dolla r s)

. 02

(gallcns)

901

. 04
. 06

jbb

.08

)12

.10

26)

.12

228

.14
.16

183

,]8

J68

.20

158

.22

144

. 24

134

. 26

126

. 28

119

.JO

llj

. )2

108

. )4

103

. 36

98

. 38

94

.40

91

1\

y

1400

1200

1000

800

600

•

400

•••

...•••.....
•
• ••

200

I

JJ

N
0

0

0

Figure 12.
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I
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I
I
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r;~

Demand

/

C'l .ot ;(\ Cb d J]'J(J Jet] J
"! "! "! ~ ~ ":' c;~·-; ~·:::~ -.:;;

~~

Average pri ce/1 , ,.co ga1l ,ns
Demand cur><e fur hvuseh,,;l d watsr in N~rthern Ut«h using
equation 13 , the 1vgari"thrrri.c equaticn

"Y =

ccnsurnpticJn/dety'caf.itd expressed

j_q

gal],__ns.
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x1

value $ .161 was the arithmetic average of all average prices

obse r ved .

The

x1

value $ . J5 0 was selected because it was near

the top of the ave rage pr ice schedule .

The maximu.'ll average
1\

price ( . 4?7 ) would have been used but it allowed theY (estimated
consumption of water) to be negative value .
A

After the Y' s had been determined , they were plugged into
the formula b .

p

Q where

Q

1\

= Y.

The b value was the regression

coefficient for average price , and price was altered between
three average price values .
When price was $ . 013 the elasticity was equal to -1182.49 .

(~~~~2 i) =

-. OJ? , indicating that elasticity is ve ry inelastic at

low pr ices .

With an ave r age price of $ .161 , the elasticity was

equal to - 1182 . 49

· (2t~~ 20) =

- . 7?6 , which was still inelastic .

When average pr ice was increased to $ . 350 , the elasticity was equal
to - 1182 . 49

(2£:~1

)=- 19 . 064 ,

which was ve r y elastic .

This

resulted in a highly inelastic demand at low average prices and
a highly elastic demand at high average prices. Of cour se , this
r esult is to be expected along a linear demand curve where elasticity ,
by definition , inc r ea ses as you move up the cur ve to higher prices .
Perhaps the mo st significant was the elasticity of -. ??6 at the
average pr ice of $ . 161 .
The regression coefficients for the logarithmic equations are
equal to elasticity along the entire demand curve .
coefficient for price in equation 13 was - . ?662 .

The re gression
This elasticity

of - . 7662 determined by the logarithmic equation 13 was very close
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to the elasticity estimated uy the use of tLe, r egressLn
coefficient from arithmetic

equati~r<

1, when average Fr ice was at

its arithmetic mean .
Along the linear demand cur ve the elasticity of JCrice become s
elastic at higher prices .
the consumer .

This may alsc, he-ld in the thinking of

As price incredses he de vel c,ps substitutes for

household water or for water- using facilities .

An example of

this would be at some higher price the c·nsumer I!Jay decide t::
cover the lawn with concrete or some other substitute fur gra ss .
Then as price decreases he may be willing to irrigate mor e and
have more water-using facilities.
as price is reduced .

Also , people consume more water

Their consumption may be increased uy using

water air conditioners and uther waLer-u.sJng facilities as well
as being less particular about extent and time of irrigating .
Lot area Eer caEHa
The equation used to solve for lot area elasticity was
b

lot area
Q

II

where Q = y and lo'L area was the independent variable

that was allowed to vary from 1 , 096 , 4 , 458 , and 13 , 557 , representing
small , medium , and large lot area per capita respectively .
When lot area per capita was 1 , 096 , the elasticity was equal
to . 0299

(i2~~6 8 )

=

.226 indicating an inelastic lot area ar,d

con sumption relationship when lot area is small (relatively) .

As

lot area per capita increased to 4 , 458 , which was the arithmetic
average of the lots observed , the elasticity was equal to

. 0299

(~
245 . 20 ) = -544 ,

which was

als~

inelas"Lic .

The largest lot
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area per capita observed , 13 ,557 , gave elasticity equal to
. 0299

Or?:~~ ) =

. 784 , which was also inelastic .

The logarithmic equation lJ gave an elasticity for lot area
of .1506 , which is very inelastic and lower than the elasticity
estimated by the arithmetic equation 7 at the mean f or lot ar ea .
However , it was concluded here that lot area was inelastic which
may be caused by part of the larger lots being irrigated by othe r
sour ces or not irrigated entirely .

7J

SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Significant Variables
Average price was found to be a significant variable with a
pa rtial regres sion coefficient of - 1182 .48 .

This means fo r a

$1,00 per 1 , 000 gallons increase in price there would be a 1182 .48
gallon decrease in consumption of aater per day per capita .
price does not change in such large quantities.
changes by cents.

However ,

It generally

Interpreted using cents , the regression

coefficient of 1182 . 48 means for a 1 cent change in average price
of water per 1,000 gallons results in a change in consumption of
water per day per capita of 11.82 gallons .
Elasticity of

.77 for the whole curve , taken from equation

lJ, means consumption of water was inelastic with respect to
average price .

When the elasticities of equation '? for average

price are compared , it can be said that at low prices (below 1mitary
elasticity) percent change in quantity is less than percent change
in price .

This would mean systems wanting to increase their

revenue could increase average price up to the point where elasticity
equals one and be sure of increasing revenue .

Systems ope rating

in the elastic portion could increase revenue by lowering the
price if they had excess water or if there was some way to rati on
it .
Lot a r ea per capita was a significant variable with a regression
coefficient of . 0299 from equation 7 .

This interpreted means fo r
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a 100 square foot change of lot area per capita , consumption of
water per day per capita would increase by approximately three
gallons .
The results reported in this study seem to conflict with
published statements by some professional people .

Some engineers

have emphatically expressed their doubts that price affects
consumption of water .

One enginee r ing firm reported that even an

85 percent change in price may not have any permanent retarding of
consumption (3 , p.208).
This feeling of doubt about the effect of price consumption
deserves more explanation.

If the price is low there will be a

greater change in quantity due to a change in price than if the
price is high and there is a change in price according to the
demand curve in figure 12.

This is described by the elasticity

for demand and needs to be strongly emphasized .

If it takes an

85 percent change in price before any change in consumption occurs ,
it is probably because they arc operating at the far end of the
demand curve whe re price must change at greater percentage
inc r ements than quantity .
Variables not found significant
It is important to discuss possible reasons why more of the
variables were not found to be significant .

It is also important

to emphasize that conclusions made in this study are pertinent
onl y to the area observed in the study.
needed to apply this to other areas .

Adjustments would be
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The price of fuel used to heat water was not even tested
because there was no variation in price between cities observed .
If this study could have been extended to an area large enough to
capture variation in the price of fuel used to heat water , it may
have been a significant variable .
Median income per capita was not a significant variable in
this study .

This r esult may be true only for the area covered in

the study .

If the area wa.> to be extended to include areas where

incomes were less homogeneous , the variable may be found significant .
After all, the area studied constitutes the industrial economy of
Utah , and incomes are not as diverse among

co~~unities

as a study

of the whole state would reveal.
Value of homes per capita was not a significant variable even
when observations had a range f rom $2 , 486 and $5,000.

From the

result s of this study , one is forced to conclude that value of the
home does not significantly affect consumption of water.

If another

me thod was used to capture different quantities of water- usir,g
faciliti es , or if culinary water could be distinguished from lawn
water, it is possible that the var iable would be significant .
The percent of homes having a complete plumbing unit was not
a significant var iable .

However , there were only three observations

with a percent figure less than 90 .

It is possible there was not

enough variation to pr operly test the variable .

Again, if a

larger area had been tested where variation was greater, this
var iable may have been significant .
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The two weather var iables , pr ecipitation and temperature ,
were not signifi cant .

Precipitation had a range of .5) inches

pe r month , and average maximum temperature had a range of 5.6
degrees.

It is possible this was not enough variation in the

variables to detect variation in consumption caused by them .
tempe r ature

If

for example , was to inc r ease it was expected water

consumption woul d also increase ; but the r e was not enough change
in temperatu r e between observations to show this condition .

Also ,

ther e is the chance that reaction to weather change lagged behind
the change and masked the effect .
Coeffi cients of Determi nation fo r Models
Multiple correlation coeff icients fo r the models were not
extremely high .

Equation one, which was used in most of the

analysis to determine significant variables , had a multiple
coefficient of 55 percent .

When only significant variables were

used in this equation , the multiple coefficient of determination
dropped to 51 percent , equation 7 .
The re were several reasons for t he fit not being higher than
it was in this analysis .

Effect of variables thought , a priori ,

to be important was not completely r epre sented due to lack of
variation i n data for some variable s as explained in the previous
section .
The way some of the variables we r e estimated empirically may
have reduced thei r effect.

For example , median income per capita

may have accounted fo r more if it had been median income of wage
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earners.

Often data were not available in most desi r able forms

and had to be adjusted .

Also, some of the variabl es had a slight

amount of inte r action which was left out of the model .

If interaction

2

terms had been included the coefficient (R ) would have been la r ge r.
Possibly the most important single facto r r esponsible fo r not
having highe r multiple coefficients of determination in the linear
relationships was the non - linear nature of some of the data .
Evidence of this is brought out by the logar ithmic equation wher e
the multiple coefficient of determination was 82 .6 percent for
equation lJ , which was a much better fit.

If quadratic terms had

been intr oduced for all variables the fits might have incr eased in
equations one th r ough twelve, although the scatte r diagrams reveal
that the linear ity assumptions were bold only in t he case of pr ice .
Recommendations
This study wa s for six counties in No r thern Utah .
these methods may be applied to other areas .

However ,

It woul d be valuable

to othe r ar eas in t he state of Utah to have a study completed in
this manne r and t hen a comparison made with t his study .

Some

of the var iabl es not having enough var i ation in t hi s study to be
significant may have the needed variat ion in other ar eas .
A study should be completed where the fou r majo r uses of wate r
(household , industrial , agricultu r al , and recreati onal) ar e
conside r ed .

This would be accomplished by developing a better

means of allocat ing water between uses than is presently in use
i n Utah t oday .

As was pointed out in this study , there are nume r ous methods
used in pr icing water.

Tt is recommended that a study be made

where an adequate pricing method could be developed.

This should

not be a single met hod because objectives of the various cities
may not be the same .

Therefore , alternative pricing methods are

needed that could be applied to the various objectives.
It is also recommended that studies be made to develop better
methods of allocating water within each of the four major uses .
This may be par tially accomplished for household water in the study
on pricing methods .
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